
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

We don’t just place people; we help 
you reach the NEXT level! 

Your boutique Analytics Recruitment 
Partner in South Africa;  

we’re just as passionate about data 
as you! 

For more information, contact Thando Ntshinga at  
tenacious@e-volving.co.za | 064 534 4217 

 
 

PM Amalgamated (Pty) Ltd,  
Trading as: e-Volving 
Reg: 2015/144408/07 

Address: Unit 1 Pendoring Office Park, The 
Workspace,299 Pendoring Rd, Blackheath 2195 
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We want to help 
address your “core 

pain”, your struggle. 
By creating a 

relationship of trust 
and transparency, 

developing 
communication lines 

through which we 
receive and provide 

accurate information, 
we create a win-win 

situation and add 
value to you! 

 

We not only understand the 
technical jargon, but we 

also place huge emphasis 
on culture. We truly believe 

that having the right 
cultural fit for your 

environment is just as 
important as technical 

know-how. Thus, we ensure 
we visit your offices to meet 
you and to get a true feel of 
your philosophy, vision and 

mission. 
  

 

We hire, train and 
EQUIP our 

consultants to be 
specialists and go-
to Guru's in their 
respective fields.  

 
 

We allow you to 
focus on your core 
business, while we 
handle the delicate 

process of 
recruitment, post-

placement coaching 
and support. 

To be the ‘go to’ Analytics 
Recruitment Partner in the 

Analytics industry. 
 

To build an unbeatable track 
record and long term 

relationships. 
 

We aim to provide only the most 
sought after Analytics candidates 

in the industry, unbeknownst to 
anyone else! 

Our focus: 
who we are… 

We are the people who wake in 
the morning and go to bed at 
night with one thing in mind: 
how can we connect the right 
people? How can we e-volve 

you & your business to the 
NEXT level?! 

What we aim to achieve Why partner with us? 
We pride ourselves on making the “match” 

and vetting our candidates against 
stringent criteria.  

 
We go to extreme lengths to understand 
your business, drilling into the detail of 
current and future business initiatives, 
whilst understanding your culture, to 

ensure we provide the right match – every 
time.  

 
Our turnaround times are FAST, from 24 

hours to a week, depending on the 
requirement. 

 
We are specialists. Each one of our 
consultants is taught about their 

specialisation from Day 1, whether Data, 
Risk, Quants, Actuarial, you name it! 

 
We aren’t just pretty faces; we also ask 

pretty relevant questions! 

Specialities 
 

WE LOVE DATA !!!  

✓ BI Analysts 
✓ MI and Reporting Analysts 
✓ Data Analysts (incl. Big Data) 
✓ Data Scientists 
✓ Data Gurus 
✓ Quantitative Analysts 

(Credit Risk, Market Risk, 
Operational Risk, Liquidity 
Risk, Trading Risk, 
Valuations, etc.) 

✓ Statistical Analysts 
✓ Statisticians  
✓ Actuarial Analysts and 

Actuaries 
✓ Customer Analytics 

Analysts 
✓ Marketing Analytics 

Analysts 
✓ AND MORE!  
 
Data, stats and some form of 

modelling, trending or 
predicting – we’re there! 


